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Enhance Your Business 
Continuity with Xitoring's 

Uptime Monitoring



Why 
Uptime 

Monitoring 
Matters

• Ensuring the continuous availability 
of your website and servers is 
paramount for any business.

• Downtime can lead to lost revenue, 
damage to reputation, and decreased 
customer satisfaction.

• Xitoring offers real-time availability 
monitoring to promptly alert you to 
any issues, allowing for swift 
resolution and minimizing impact.



Xitoring's 
Uptime 

Monitoring 
Solution

• Comprehensive Monitoring: Covering a 
wide range of protocols

• Customizable Alerts: Notifications via 
Email, SMS, Slack, etc.

• False-Positive Prevention: Running tests to 
avoid unnecessary disturbance

• Global Probing Nodes: Over 15 nodes 
worldwide for comprehensive coverage

• Advanced Configuration: Customizable 
intervals, fault tolerances, and notification 
channels



Uptime Overview

Xitoring provides comprehensive insights 
into uptime with intuitive graphs and 
historical data.



Latency Analysis

Historical graphs display Round-Trip Time 
(RTT) to servers from probing nodes, aiding 
in the identification of network issues.



Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs)

What is Uptime Monitoring?

Answer: Uptime monitoring ensures continuous availability of services (e.g., HTTP, Ping, IMAP, FTP) to maintain seamless business operations.

How Many Checks Can I Create?

Answer: Xitoring offers 20 free uptime monitors with unlimited duration upon sign-up.

Do I Need to Install Anything on My Server?

Answer: No, uptime monitoring is conducted externally, requiring no installation or server-side configuration.

Why is Uptime Monitoring Critical?

Answer: Uptime monitoring is critical for ensuring business continuity, maintaining customer satisfaction, and preventing revenue loss.

Can I Customize Check Intervals?

Answer: Yes, Xitoring allows customization of check intervals from one minute to one hour.

What Types of Checks are Supported?

Answer: Xitoring supports various checks, including HTTP(s), FTP, DNS, Ping, SMTP, IMAP, POP3, and more.

What If My Servers Are Behind a Firewall?

Answer: For servers behind firewalls, Xitoring provides a list of probe servers to allow in firewall configurations. Additionally, private node setups are available for servers on local networks.



Experience Unparalleled Reliability

As you've seen, Xitoring's uptime monitoring solution offers unparalleled reliability and 
comprehensive insights into the health of your critical services. By leveraging our 
advanced monitoring features, customizable alerts, and global probing nodes, you can 
proactively manage and mitigate downtime risks, ensuring seamless business 
continuity.

Try Xitoring today and experience the difference in uptime monitoring. Take control of 
your service availability and safeguard your business against downtime. Sign up now to 
unlock the full potential of Xitoring's uptime monitoring solution.

https://app.xitoring.com/register

